We present Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) architectures for the task of continuous authentication on mobile devices by learning intermediate features to reduce the complexity of the networks. The intermediate features for face images are attributes like gender, and hair color. We present a multi-task, part-based DCNN architecture for attributes detection are better than or comparable to state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy. As a byproduct of the proposed architecture, we explore the embedding space of the attributes extracted from different facial parts, such as mouth and eyes. We show that it is possible to discover new attributes by performing subspace clustering of the embedded features. Furthermore, through extensive experimentation, we show that the attribute features extracted by our method performs better than previously attribute-based authentication method and the baseline LBP method. Lastly, we deploy our architecture on a mobile device and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Mobile devices, such as cellphones, tablets, and smart watches have become inseparable components of people's lives. The users often store important information such as bank account details or credentials to access their sensitive accounts on their mobile phones. Typical devices integrate no intuitive mechanism to authenticate the users. According to the survey in [14] , nearly half the users do not have any form of authentication for their phones. Besides this, if the initial password-based authentication is compromised, the personal information of the users is exposed since there are no active authentication methods incorporated in the mobile phone. The overview of our method. To authenticate the users, we extract facial attributes by extracting the face parts and feeding them to Convoulutional Neural Network for facial Attribute-based Acitve authentication CNNAA, which is an ensemble of efficient multi-task DCNNs.
To mitigate this issue and make mobile devices more secure, different continuous authentication methods have been proposed over the past five years to actively authenticate the user after the device has been unlocked. For instance, [11] , [10] , [34] , [3] proposed to continuously authenticate the users based on their touch gestures or swipes. Gait as well as device movement patterns measured by the smartphone accelerometer were used in [7] , [24] for continuous authentication. Stylometry, GPS location, web browsing behavior, and application usage patterns were used in [12] for active authentication.
Face-based continuous user authentication has also been proposed in [13] , [9] , [21] , [25] . Fusion of speech and face was proposed in [21] while [6] proposed to fuse face images with the inertial measurement unit data to continuously authenticate the users. Finally, a domain adaptation method was proposed in [35] for dealing with data mismatch problem in continuous authentication. Fusing touch gestures with faces for continuous authentication using a low-rank representation-based method was proposed in [33] .
State of the art methods for face recognition employ Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) [30] , [22] , [27] , [28] . Since deep networks are very scalable, they achieve good results by having large number of parameters learned using large datasets. The harder the problem, the more number of parameters and data are required. As a result of their size, their architectures are not efficient for to be deployed on a mobile phone. It has been shown in [26] that DCNN with an architecture similar to AlexNet [16] can drain the battery very fast.
The recent method of [25] for continuous authentication is based on facial attributes. Facial attributes are semantic features which are easier to learn than facial identities. Therefore, we leverage this quality to design less complex DCNN architectures suitable for mobile devices. As for many other tasks, DCNNs proved to be very accurate for attribute detection [19] , [37] , [18] . The overview of our method is presented in Figure 1 .
Contributions The main contribution of this paper is introducing feasible deep architectures for continuous authentication on mobile devices. We also get state-of-the-art results from the proposed multi-task, part-based deep architecture for the task of facial attribute extraction. We show that semantic clustering of attributes is possible by clustering the shared embeddings generated by the proposed deep architecture. In addition, we show improvements in the attribute-based active authentication on two publicly available mobile datasets using our approach. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method for mobile devices by testing the speed and power usage on a commercial mobile device.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide a systematic approach to select the appropriate architecture for attribute extraction on mobile phones and show that the proposed architecture improves on the state of the art results for the task of attribute extraction in Section 2. In Section 3 we show that the learned attribute models are effective for active authentication. In Section 4 we benchmark the performance of the proposed architecture using a generic Android device.
Attributes
In the mobile setting, there is a trade-off between hardware limitations such as battery life and accuracy of the models. We design our models with the goal of balancing this trade-off. Namely, we move from a computationally expensive but specialized model to a computationally cheaper but accurate model. We train and test four different sets of DCNNs, in total 100 of them, for the task of attribute classification on a set of face regions. We crop the functional face regions using landmarks detected by [4] . These face regions can be seen in Table3. Then for each part, we find the maximum size of the window for that part in the dataset, then we crop the regions by putting the center of the face part at the center of the crop window to avoid any scaling.
Network architecture
The DCNNs have two different architectures. The architectures of the Deep Convoulutional Neural Network for fa-
Softmax loss Table 2 : The architectures of our networks. The number of parameters depends on the face region that they operate on and can be found in Table 6 .
cial Attribute-based Acitve authentication (Deep-CNNAA) and Wide-CNNAAcan be found in Table 2 . The four sets of models compared are: BinaryDeep-CNNAA, BinaryWide-CNNAA, MultiDeep-CNNAA, and MultiWide-CNNAA. First we describe the shared configuration that is used to train these networks and then the ones that are specific to each class of the networks.
Shared configuration
All of these 100 networks, 20 Multi*-CNNAAand 80 Binary*-CNNAA, are trained on the publicly available CelebA [19] dataset. It has 200 thousands images of 10 thousands identities, each with 40 attribute labels. It is divided into 160k training, 20k development, and 20k test images. The DCNNs are trained using the recently released Tensorflow [1] which also has a mobile implementation. All of the networks are initialized with random weights and are trained with the same policy. The Adam optimizer is used to train all of these networks since it incorporates the adaptive learning rate update step, and performs well without careful fine tuning of the learning parameters [15] . Subsequent fine tuning can give better results. Early stopping [23] using the accuracy on the development set is used to select the final model for each network. The inputs are colored face part images that are randomly flipped and also their contrast and gamma are randomly changed to augment the data that we have to prevent over-fitting. Due to the nature of the attributes, most of them have an unequal number of positive and negative labels. Extra care has been taken to make sure the networks are not biased toward one class with the help of data augmentation and stochastic optimization.
Binary*-CNNAA The binary networks are for a single task and are trained by the labels of one single attribute. The input face images are aligned to a canonical coordinate using the landmarks given by [4] . To balance the training data, the class with the lower number of training data is distorted and added to the input queue so that the number of images for each class is equal. Then the data is shuffled and fed in batches to the training algorithm. The softmax cross entropy loss l B is used to train these binary networks
where y j ∈ {0, 1} is the attribute presence label,
where f w i (x) is the logits of the ith output neuron of the network with weights w.
Multi*-CNNAA The Multi* networks are the proposed models that are as complex as the binary models but predict multiple attributes at once. The face parts and the number of attributes that are assigned to them can be found in Table  3 . For each part, the corresponding network has an output layer that contains neurons for each attribute that is assigned to that face part. We use the softmax cross entropy loss for part q as specified below:
where N q is the number of attributes assigned to part q. n q a is the number of images with the ath attribute of part q in the current batch. y a i ∈ {0, 1} is 1 if the ith image has the ath attribute and N is the batch size. p(y a i = 1|w) is the same softmax as Eq 1.
To deal with the class ratio imbalance of the attributes, we shuffle the training data in a way that the network sees the rare class for each attribute frequently. For example, for the attribute "Mustache", the positive class is the rare one since most of the 202k images do not have this attribute. To handle this imbalance, a queue is created for each attribute and images that have the rare class are added to that queue. A queue is also created for images with all the attributes belonging to the major class. Then all of the queues are shuffled. We treat each queue as a circular buffer so that the training batches are created by sampling with replacement from one of these queues at random. Also, each time the images are distorted differently. After training all the networks, most of the attributes are present in multiple networks. For each attribute, we only take the embeddings of relevant parts. For instance, for the attribute "Mustache" in the MultiDeep-CNNAA, the 32 dimensional embedding of the parts, mouth, mouth and nose, and mouth and chin are taken and concatenated together. At first, 10000 examples, sampled from the training portion of CelebA, are selected for training and the devolopment set of CelebA is used for fine tuning the linear SVMs hyperparameters. Then, following the protocol of [19] , linear SVMs are trained with the selected parameters on the development set as their training set and tested on the test set.
Comaprison of attribute detection methods
We compare our proposed networks with FaceTracer [17] , PANDA [37] , and CelebA [19] attribute networks. These models capture a broad spectrum of possible automatic attribute detection models.
FaceTracer [17] attribute classifiers are trained by extracting traditional low-level features like HOG and color histogram from aligned face parts by incrementally finding the best set of features and training the Support Vector Machines (SVM's) on the selected features and parts for attribute detection. The face crops are extracted from the ground truth landmarks.
PANDA ensembles multiple CNNs for the face parts and concatenates the outputs of the last layer and train SVMs for each attribute. There are two differences between our network architecture and PANDA networks. First, in PANDA, all of the attributes are associated with all of the parts. Second, in our Multi*-CNNAAnetworks, the last layer is shared between all of the attributes softmax losses, but in PANDA there are two fully connected layers after the shared fully connected layer for each one. As a result, in our network, the different attributes that are associated with one network lie in the same Euclidean space of the last fully connected layer of the network. We exploit this feature in Section 2.3.
CelebA takes a different approach by pre-training their network with face identities of CelebFaces [29] for both face verification and identification. Then they extract features from multiple overlapping crops of the face and train SVMs for each crop for each attribute. To predict the attribute they average over the scores of SVMs. They use a localization network to detect the face region and pass them onto the classifier networks. We also follow [18] and train a single task network for each attribute in Binary*-CNNAAon the full face. Table 1 shows the accuracy of each of these methods.
As it can be seen, our Multi*-CNNAAnetworks give equal or better results than the rest. The MultiWideCNNAAperforms slightly better than the MultiDeepCNNAAin attribute prediction. This may be due to the large number of parameters that they have as shown in Table 6 . However they are slower and consume more energy.
Attribute discovery
As mentioned in the previous section, our Multi*-CNNAAnetworks transform the input face regions to a shared Euclidean space for the attributes associated with that part. To further explore this Euclidean space, we perform Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC) [8] on 10000 points that are selected from the training portion of CelebA dataset. The intuition behind this clustering is that the face parts that have the same attribute lie in the same subspace. SSC uses the fact that each data point can be represented by a sparse linear combination of the other points in the same subspace. Therefore it formulates the clustering problem as
where D ∈ R d×n is the data matrix containing n points of dimension d and C ∈ R n×n is the affinity matrix. To enforce the constraint, for each datapoint they take it out of D and then perform sparse coding. To get the clusters they perform spectral clustering on C. We find 10 clusters per face regions. The clusters corresponding to the Forehead and hair
Mouth and Chin
Figure 2: Sample images from subspace clustering of face part embedding in attribute space.
"Hair-Forehead" region of the face and the "eyes" region can be seen in Figure 2 . As illustrated, the "discovered" attributes overlap with the labels that we had in the training time mostly, but also some attributes are divided into finer categories. For example, in the mouth and chin category (b) contains images of people with chin shape similar to African-Americans which was not present in the labels.
In the "Hair-Forehead" region cluster (c) contains male images with short hair which again was not seen in the labels. Also, the gender of the people in the same cluster is the same for these two parts. As shown in the next section, these attributes give good result for authentication.
Active Authentication
We evaluate the performance of CNNAAfor the task of active authentication using two publicly available datasets MOBIO [21] and AA [9] . These datasets contain videos of the users interacting with cell phones. We compare the authentication performance of our DCNN attribute detectors and discovered attributes with baseline Local Binary Patterns [2] and ACAA [25] which is the only attribute-based approach for this task. The extracted attribute features of ACAA [25] from the videos of these two datasets are provided by the authors. We follow the same protocol as ACAA to extract facial parts and video features. So, we average over the extracted attribute outputs for the video frames to get the video descriptors.
We cast the problem of continuous authentication as a face verification problem in which a pair of videos is given and we determine whether they contain the same identity or not. To compare the performance of the algorithms, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is used. Many other measures of performance can be readily extracted from the ROC curve. ROC curve plots the relationship between false acceptance rates (FARs) and true acceptance rates (TARs). The ROC curve can be computed from a similarity matrix S between gallery and probe videos. We also report the EER value where TAR and FAR are equal. EER value gives a good idea of the ROC curve shape since it can be extracted by plotting the diagonal line on the curve and see how soon it hits it. Thus, the better the algorithm, the lower is its EER value.
We give each video frame to the CNNAAnetworks and predict the attributes with linear SVMs. For the learned attributes, we put the probabilistic output of the SVMs which are trained by LIBSVM [5] as our final attribute feature. Since the attribute outputs of our models are probability values we get the similarity value s i,j = e i , t j , where e i is the feature vector for the enrollment video and t i is the test video features.
To use the discovered attributes (DiscAttrs) for authentication, we extract the attribute features by a similar approach to Sparse Representation Classification [32] . Each face crop from the video frame is embedded to the attribute space of MultiDeep-CNNAA. It is represented by the dictionary which we used in Section 2.3, so that we know the cluster assignment of its atoms. We normalize all of the dictionary atoms and the embedding and then get each feature value by a softmax over the representation contribution of each cluster in the attribute space. To do so, we first solve
to get the sparse representation f of the face crop of that video frame. Then we set the ith feature for that face crop to p(c = i|D) which is calculated by where D :,i is the dictionary atoms of cluster i and f i are the coefficients corresponding to those atoms. Thus, if f is in the subspace spanned by the points in D that are in cluster i, it will have more energy in non-zero values for those atoms. To solve (5) we use the Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [31] algorithm with sparsity 20. We choose 20 because the subspaces of DeepMulti-CNNAAembedding must have dimension less than the embedding space dimension which is 32 for Deep*-CNNAA. Then we concatenate
Results
To plot the ROC curves and evaluate our method, in each dataset, for each person one session's videos are considered as the enrollment videos and the other videos as test videos. The similarity matrix is then generated by pairwise distance between the enrollment and the test videos. The AA01 AA01 is a mobile dataset with 750 videos of 50 subjects. Each subject has three sets of videos with three different lighting conditions. Each user is asked to perform a set of actions on the phone while the front camera is recording the video. The videos are captured by an iPhone 4 camera. The three lighting conditions are: office light, low light, and natural light. The sample images of this dataset in Figure 3 show the three different illuminations in each session. Figure3 also presents some partial faces in the dataset. Each person has five videos of performing five different tasks on the phone. There is a designated enrollment video for each person. Three different experiments have been conducted on this dataset.
First, the enrollment and the test videos for all of the 50 subjects are taken from the session with the same lighting condition. The EER values of this experiment can be found in the first three rows of Table 4 . It can be seen that our MultiDeep-CNNAAhas the lowest EER in all cases. This experiment reveals the discriminative power of the features when the surrounding environment is the same. It can be seen that in this case, high dimensional LBP features even beats ACAA in the office light session.
In the second one, the enrollment video is taken from one illumination session and the test videos from another. The EER values corresponding to this experiment are depicted in the next three rows of Table 4 . The performance drop in our method is 0.08 on average while ACAA suffers 0.17 and LBP 0.15. The reason is that ACAA attribute classifiers use low level features that are sensitive to illumination changes, but CNNAAis trained on a large-scale unconstrained dataset containing a lot of variations and thus gives more robust features.
In the last experiment, all enrollment videos of the three sessions are put in the gallery and all the test videos in the probe of to get the similarity matrix. The ROC curve corresponding to the third general experiment is plotted in Figure4a. It can be seen that MultiDeep-CNNAAperforms the best and MultiWide-CNNAAand the discovered attributes are tied as second best.
One explanation for lower performance of MultiWideCNNAAcompared to MultiDeep-CNNAAis that it has many more parameters than MultiDeep-CNNAAaccording to Table 6 and has overfitted to the celebrity faces distribution.
MOBIO MOBIO [21] is a more challenging dataset of 152 subjects. The videos are taken in six different universities across Europe. For most of the subjects 12 sessions of video are captured. All of the mobile videos are captured with a Nokia N93i. The first session's videos are also recorded with a 2008 MacBook laptop. We perform two experiments on this dataset. We take the 12th session videos as our training videos since they are the mostly available videos accross the dataset. A few subjects have less than 12 session videos. In the first experiment, we just consider videos that are taken by the mobile device. We show the EER values for the mobile videos of the subjects within each site as well as all of the videos together in Table 5 . This experiment is similar to the third experiment of AA01 dataset since the environment conditions for enrollment videos and test videos can be the same or different. However, there are three times more subjects in MOBIO and more variations in illumination condition of the videos. The ROC curve for this experiment is plotted in Figure4b. The second experiment is about the cross sensor authentication, in which you enroll yourself on one device and test on another device. To see how important sensor change can be for low level features, one can look at the performance drop of LBP feature in this experiment and the previous one in Table 5 . The decrease is 0.10 for the LBP feature and then 0.05 for ACAA which depends on low level features, while CNNAAmethods just have a decrease of 0.01 in EER value. The ROC curve for this experiment is presented in Figure 4c . Again, this is due to the fact that CNNAAhas seen more variations in the large training set. Our method can also handle partial face verification if a partial face detector like [20] is available.
Mobile performance
There is a trade-off among power consumption, authentication speed, and accuracy of the model for the task of active authentication on mobile devices. The response time is important since we do not want to freeze other running processes and create an unpleasant user experience while authenticating. Power consumption is also important because as frequent demands for charging the battery can be annoying.
To show the effectiveness of our approach, we measure the attribute prediction speed of our networks and the battery consumption on an LG Nexus 5 device. The results Table 6 : Network size and prediction speed of the networks. The D-* means it has MultiDeep-CNNAAarchitecture and W-* means it is MultiWide-CNNAA. The Binary*-CNNAAnetwork prediction times are just for one attribute. For all of them together it will be 40 times this value.
are shown in Table 6 . This mobile device has a quad-core QUALCOMM Snapdragon 800 clocked at 2.26 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. This specification is considered average compared to the current smartphones. We use the Tensorflow [1] implementation of CNNs on Android devices. We take one shot with the smartphone camera and feed it to the network for 200 times and measure the prediction speed by looking at the average duration per frame. To measure the power usage we use PowerTutor [36] which registers the energy usage per running application and also in total. We do not use the camera continuously because it will bias the response time and power usage of the network. We take the image and the application works in background. The default Android processes are the only other processes that are running besides the application that runs the networks and PowerTutor application.
According to Tabel 6 all of the attributes are detected in 1.22s with MultiDeep-CNNAArunning on CPU in the background without blocking other applications. MultiWide-CNNAAtakes 2.10s. The BinaryDeepCNNAAtakes 14.4s and BinaryWide-CNNAA25.5s.
The MultiDeep-CNNAAarchitecture consumes 780mW power on average and MultiWide-CNNAAdrains 1100mW of the battery power. The average battery usage of Android when it is not running the CNNAAnetworks is 600mW according to PowerTutor. To see how this affects the battery life, suppose the battery capacity is C Watt-hours (Wh). Then d = C P n + βαP d
where d is the mobile device's battery life, P n is the power consumption in normal use, P d is the power usage of the attribute detection algorithm, β is the fraction of time that the mobile device is being used, α is the authentication ratio constant. α shows how often we want to authenticate the user considering the prediction time of the algorithm, i.e. we authenticate every Ta α where T a is the prediction speed of the model. For instance, if α = 0.5 we authenticate every 2.44s using MultiDeep-CNNAAand every 4.2s using MultiWide-CNNAA.
To make the feasibility of CNNAAclearer, suppose we authenticate the user using the MultiDeepCNNAAarchitecture on the Nexus 5 device. We choose the MultiDeep-CNNAAsince it performs well in the authentication task as discussed in Section3 and also it has a better runtime and power usage. The Nexus 5 has a 2300mAh battery with 3.8V voltage, so C = 8.74W h. P n = 0.6W for the "normal usage" state which is when just Android 5 and the default applications are running. This gives 14.5 hours battery life. Now if α = 1 which means we want to authenticate with the highest speed possible and if we are using the phone all the time with β = 1 then the battery life will be reduced to 6.3 hours in the worst case. In a realistic setting with β = 0.2 and α = 0.5 it becomes 12.85 hours which is reasonable. Also, if a GPU implementation of CNNs on Android [26] is used, attribute prediction can happen much faster with less energy consumption.
Discussion and future direction
We proposed a feasible multi-task DCNN architecture to extract accurate describable facial attributes on mobile devices. Each network predicts multi facial attributes from a given face component by mapping it to a shared embedding space. We showed that our attribute prediction performance is comparable to state-of-the art. We explored the embedding space and illustrated that we can extract new attributes by looking at subspace clusters of this space. We also have shown that our networks perform attribute-based authentication better than the previously proposed method. Finally we analyze the feasibility of our method by performing battery usage and prediction speed experiments on an actual mobile device.
In the future, we want to jointly train this ensemble of networks for the task of face verification and attribute prediction to get a more discriminative embedding space to gain better authentication performance. We then plan to explore the attribute space of the jointly trained network, using hierarchical and structured clustering methods, to see whether a systematic approach for automatic discovery of attributes is possible.
